
Money Robot

Money Robot is a premium link building software that develops great quality links from authority sites with good
metrics. The software application is likewise the only blogs developer software that has the ability to create and
handle an endless number of blogs which is fantastic for running the biggest of SEO projects.
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Money robot pricing

Before I go on to explain how to utilize money robot lets very first talk about the expense involved. There are two
different rates designs you can choose from here, the very first is a month-to-month membership at $67 and the
2nd is a one time purchase at $497. In the long run, the one-time purchase is the much better choice as you will
own the tool forever more. However after reading this, if you're still unsure if this tool is for you then I would
recommend trying it out first off with the month-to-month charge.

Money Robot likewise features a 7-day free trial which I recommend everyone utilizes so you can get a little hand
on experience with the tool prior to you purchase anything.

Proxies

Before you start doing anything on Money Robot you want to make certain you have the appropriate proxies set
up. This tool has default ones you can use but for more accurate results I would always suggest having some of
your own private devoted ones to help both the speed at which Money Robot will operate at and the quantity of
content it can produce for you.

Proxies

To add proxies, head to the Settings area at the top, https://sites.google.com/view/money-robot1/ from there
opens a new window where you can choose the Proxies tab.

Settings

In here you can then add any private proxies you have. If you don't have any there are loads of various locations
you can go to get them. I advise trying buyproxies.org. You can paste them in here utilizing the following format:

Ip address: port: username: password.

Make sure you tick the checkbox that says 'Use my Proxy list' before you conserve your proxies.

The other thing you wish to make sure you have is some sort of captcha breaking service.

https://sites.google.com/view/money-robot1/


Money robot Captcha.

When Money Robot is producing accounts and submitting posts it will be faced with captcha kinds, you can do
these manually however the quantity of time that can take would take a whole lot of time that can be changed
using some software. These are the tools Money Robot recommend, I personally utilize GSA captcha breaker
however any of these tools are sufficient.

Now you've got all of your proxies and captcha breaker set up its time to produce your project.

Developing a Project.

New campaign.

When you've proceeded and bought Money Robot the installation procedure is quite simple. Now you're ready,
open the tool and the first step is to develop your project.

Above is a screenshot of the setup window where you include the following details:.

• Target URLs (Money sites).

• Keywords that you want to rank for.

• The short article titles.

• The article material.

The posts section is a crucial one, for a successful campaign you will want to develop a few various articles and
then save them in a particular folder, now when you get to this section you wish to check package that says 'load
posts from folder' this allows you to submit loads of different short articles to avoid any type of duplication.

On the right-hand side you'll also notice there is a diagram revealing you the project method. Clicking the
dropdown menu above will let you choose what sort of method you wish to implement depending on how
competitive it is.

These are simply design templates that Money Robot offer you to start off with, you can then include and
eliminate jobs once you put it live.

As you can see your cash site is based in the center with all of the other link types surrounding it such as web 2.0
s, bookmarks, social shares etc. It also shows you precisely how the project has been tiered, so from the
screenshot above you can see the social shares and likes are going straight to the money website and there are
numerous web 2.0 profiles indicating blogs that then point to the cash website.

As soon as you more than happy with your projects set up its time to run it. If you are running an extremely
competitive campaign then I would suggest spreading out the submission over a longer period of days. There is
no specific right response here but you need to permit Money Robot to slowly build the links for the website to
prevent being punished.

Money robot summary.



Now that the job is running, Money Robot will begin developing social and web 2. o accounts that will then like
and share your page. If you are running a campaign with jobs that require articles then it will utilize the posts that
you have actually conserved within a folder.

You can likewise create new job individually within a campaign by clicking on the 'New Task' button.

New Task.

From here you can by hand begin these tasks putting in each of the settings as you go.

Jobs.

There are a couple of more tabs on money robot with a couple of additional functions:.

My Accounts-- In here you can all of your accounts that have actually been produced, where you can the URLs in
addition to the usernames and passwords.

Social-- Here you can manually enter your social networks profiles and Money Robot will provide you daily social
shares and likes from their trusted verified accounts. All you need to do is enter your social profiles URLs.

Video-- Again comparable to the social function, you add your youtube videos URLs and Money Robot will offer
you real views and likes on a daily basis.

Traffic-- The traffic tab will provide you real search engine traffic to your sites, all that is required is for you to go
into the URLs and Money Robot does the rest.

Summary.

Money Robot is among the very best tools out there for link building. I would never ever suggest that you count
on a tool to do all of your backlinking but when you require that bit extra for your websites, Money Robot is the
ideal service. For what this tool does it has a really simple interface that can produce an excellent link building
design template for you to go ahead and control and a great deal of the hard work is provided for you. As it
features a free trial I would suggest anybody offer this tool a shot, there are many functions on here that a
minimum of one of them will absolutely benefit your SEO campaign.


